
Tom Mathews claims to be the biggest loser of the bunch, " I have only not paid for 
dinner 5 times in over 30 years." But Tom does feel that he can claim the most 
connected Rocket of the group. (Remember, this is called Connecting the Dots, so here 
we go!)  Tom '81 is the son of Red Mathews '61  is the father of Opie Mathews '01. They 
claim to be the first three generation family.  Tom says it was hard getting the numbers 
to work out so perfectly -'61,'81,'01- 20 years apart. Tom also married Patty 
Flottermesch Mathews '82, and they also have a daughter Ally, who also is a 
Rocket. But, Ernie Seta and Ed Dadosky have valid claims as well.  It seems like almost 
every graduating class has had either a Seta or a Dadosky graduating with them. Ernie 
had several brothers and sisters who have graduated from the school. That's nothing 
compared to the Dadosky's. They might have the record with 12 siblings that have 
graduated.  Jim Schmidt is the son of Virginia Brinck Schmidt '54, and also has two 
brothers and a sister who have graduated as well as his son and several nieces and 
nephews. But we can't forget the claim of Rudy and Bob who married girls from the 
Class of '81.  Bob married Nancy Pfaller Mitchell, and they have graduated four 
aughters from Rocket High. Let's not forget Bob's mom is Janet Puttman Mitchell '56. 
Rudy married Erin Bridges Frey, and they have graduated two children from McNick. 
But if you add in Rudy's sister Renee Frey Scheidler '82, who married into the Schiedler 
clan, that might add about 20 alumni to his case. Mike Machenheimer's connections do 
not run as deep, but it is one of the more unusual connections.  Mike has a brother Jerry 
'88, and his sister Ann '85, but Ann married another member of the Class of '81, Chris 
Outz Brockman, making her a married member of the same class as her oldest brother. 
If I have forgotten any Rockets in this story, please forgive me. It was a lot to keep up 
with!   
 
 

It was great fun putting together this story.  Being a member of the Class of '82, and 
former college roommate with Mike, I have known these guys forever!  They are a great 
example of what we mean when we say the Rocket Family ! 
 
 

If your group has a tradition, or a story to tell, please let me know.  I would love to come 
out and meet with your group and share your story with the Rocket Family. 
 


